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Service models have been widely developed and applied to the Internet of Things (IoT) systems. However, 

current service models tend to emphasize the need for various types of services based on certain IoT 

service domains. Hence, the limitations of this service model are not prepared to meet the general 

objectives of IoT-based systems so that services cannot adapt to various IoT domains. Besides, developers 

should redefine service requirements and specifications. This paper introduces a service knowledge 

model, where meta-model elements are defined more generically. The control loops pattern of a self-

adaptive model as a service-forming component and behavior regulator are deployed as the investigative 

approach. The developed service knowledge model encompasses five main classes, nine sub-classes, 

twelve object properties, and eighty-nine axioms. Meta-model evaluation results revealed that the level of 

completeness and consistency of 100% related to the structure, language, and syntax of a knowledge 

model. Additionally, the proposed model has an architecture adaptability index (AAI) level = 0.89. Hence, 

it can reduce the uncertainty of IoT services at runtime. 

Povzetek: Model znanja o storitvah je oblikovan kot vzorec prilagajanja krmilne zanke in kontekstualno 

znanje za prilagodljivost različnim domenam storitev interneta stvari. 

 

1 Introduction 
Generally speaking, the Internet of Things (hereafter, IoT) 

is integrating a variety of processes, such as identifying, 

sensing, networking, and computing so that it provides 

added values for personalized services by users’ 

interaction with a variety of "things" [1]. Thus, IoT 

systems are distributed services and collaborate with 

others [2]. Currently, several IoT applications can be 

categorized into various domains, such as smart cities, 

smart metering, process automation, remote monitoring, 

retails, agriculture, logistics, health, traffic, etc. [1]. 

However, the system requirements for diverse types of IoT 

application domains remain ill-defined [2]. Park et al. [3] 

contend that developing adaptive IoT services through 

existing frameworks requires a lot of time and effort since 

most frameworks are limited to a single system. In 

addition, IoT services are generally very dependent on 

certain domains and are not easy to be referred to by other 

domains [3]. This is related to how the service models can 

meet the specifications of miscellaneous IoT service 

domains. This situation demands that the IoT service 

models should possess adaptability. 

Numerous researchers have proposed IoT service 

models. As an example, Urbieta et al. [4] introduced the 

adaptive service composition framework to support 

dynamic reasoning. Service models were represented as 

context-aware specifications so that they were capable of 

thinking related to user tasks. Likewise, Service models 

indicated service behaviors that deal with environmental 

diversity. In another instance, Chatfield et al. [5] promoted 

an IoT framework about performance with case studies 

analyzing digital technology, IoT cybersecurity, etc. This 

work focuses on one IoT domain, namely IoT smart 

governance. Furthermore, Mocrii et al. [6] have explored 

elements in IoT (e.g. IoT-based architecture, components 

of management systems, communication technologies, 

privacy, and security).  This work accentuates IoT-based 

smart homes. Ahmed et al. [7] maintained that one of the 

main challenges in managing IoT services currently is 

service adaptation. This is needed because IoT systems are 

fast-changing, heterogeneous, highly dynamic, and 

subject to risks and failures. With this in mind, the results 

of system development should have the ability to adjust at 

runtime. Maurya et al [8] proposed an IoT architecture and 

algorithm based on Servive Oriented Architecture (SOA) 

to address energy efficiency in IoT. In the simulation only 

the necessary devices will be active while the others 

remain in an inactive state, resulting in a more efficient 

use of energy. 

Researchers have overcome problems of developing 

IoT systems by adopting a Model-Driven Development 

(MDD) approach. For example, Sosa-Reyna et al. [9] 

proposed a method based on MDD and Service-Oriented 

Architecture (SOA). In this case, they assumed that such 
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a method enables to guide the process of fostering service-

oriented applications from the conceptual model to the 

application code and selected technology platform. In 

another study, Hussein et al. [10] applied MDD to capture 

system functionality and adaptation requirements. System 

functionality is modeled with the SysML4IoT profile. 

This system modeled the required data by following the 

publish/subscribe paradigm while the runtime adaptation 

model adopts a state machine approach. Likewise, 

Brambilla et al. [11] developed a user interface for the IoT 

system based on the MDD approach through the 

expansion of OMG’s standard IFML. Also, it 

implemented a code generator prototype for developing 

IoT applications. However, the scrutiny focuses on the 

MDD approach tends to be more concerned with the 

process of transforming high-level models into software 

code. To realize system adaptability, it is also necessary to 

define a generic design pattern to control the requirements 

of various domains.  

Recently, Park et al. [3] proposed a cloud-based 

middleware framework for self-adaptive IoT collaboration 

services grounded in the MAPE cycle (Monitor, Analyze, 

Plan, Execute). This cycle is a generic design pattern for 

adaptation requirements at run-time. MAPE is deployed to 

each IoT component to separate components depending on 

the domain from the existing framework layers. The 

proposed framework focuses on providing reference 

architecture. While the requirements elicitation for 

specifying IoT service artifacts (knowledge) have not been 

covered. Dealing with this, Achtaich et al. [12] designed a 

framework for smart IoT adaptations as a methodology in 

the stages of requirements elicitation, identifying 

dimensions for IoT systems, selecting a self-adaptation 

mechanism, and designing a fleet as a DSPL (Dynamic 

Software Product Lines). Unfortunately, this framework 

still requires further validation and its implementation in 

various domains, including defining a generic reference 

architecture. 

Yen et al. [13] have tried to cultivate a more generic 

IoT service model. It extends the software service model 

to support the specifications of IoT services and things. 

Conversely, adaptability factors have not been addressed 

in the scope of this study. In a similar vein, Yen et al. [14] 

followed up on their work [13] by analyzing the 

differences between IoT and software services to define 

IoT service requirements in the software service model. 

This expands the OWL-S service for the IoT-specific 

service model. Moreover, it accentuates IoT service 

discovery based on discovery routing approaches. Further, 

the requirements for the self-adaptive mechanism of IoT 

services are not the main focus. Table 1 shown related 

work with using approach of each proposed model. 

Grounded in the abovementioned investigative issues, 

there is still a gap motivating to conduct further scrutiny, 

namely how to develop a knowledge model as 

requirements for an IoT service that can adapt to various 

domains. Therefore, the present study aims at introducing 

an IoT service knowledge model developed based on a 

self-adaptive systems approach [15] [16]. In this case, the 

adaptation pattern of control loops and context elements 

become the main class in the form and regulating service 

Author Model Description 

Urbieta et 

al. [4] 

Adaptive service 

composition 

framework: context-

aware, user task, service 

behaviours, dynamic 

reasoning 

Focus on one of 

services IoT 

domain 

Chatfield et 

al. [5] 

IoT framework: digital 

technology analysis, 

IoT cybersecurity, etc. 

Focus on IoT 

smart 

governance 

Mocrii et 

al. [6] 

IoT-based architecture: 

management systems, 

communication model, 

privacy and security 

Focus on IoT-

based smart 

homes 

Sosa-Reyna 

et al. [9] 

IoT-MDD model: 

model-driven 

development, service-

oriented architecture 

Focus on 

development of 

IoT Achitecture 

Hussein et 

al. [10] 

IoT systems: model-

driven development, 

SysML4IoT, state 

machine approach 

Focus on 

identification of 

IoT system 

functionality 

Brambilla 

et al. [11] 

IoT systems: user 

interface, model-driven 

development, OMG’s 

standard IFML, code 

generator 

Focus on 

transformation 

of high level 

model to 

software code 

Park et al. 

[3] 

Cloud-based 

middleware framework 

for IoT: IoT 

collaboration services, 

MAPE control loops 

Focus on 

provision of 

architecture 

reference 

Achtaich et 

al. [12] 

IoT framework: smart 

IoT adaptations, 

dimensions for IoT 

systems, dynamic 

software product lines 

Focus on 

methodology 

(requirements, 

identification, 

and mechanism) 

Yen et al. 

[13][14] 

Generic IoT service 

model: specifications of 

IoT services and things, 

OWL-S service, IoT 

service discovery 

Focus on 

requirement of 

software IoT 

services  

Supriana et 

al. [30] 

Self-adaptive cyber-city 

system (SACCS): 

belief-desire-intention 

(BDI) model, event-

condition-action, IoT 

policy engine, MAPE-K 

control loops 

Focus on 

adaptability 

needs of cyber-

city system 

based on IoT 

services artifact 

Nasiri et al 

[31] 

IoT Layer Architecture: 

perception layer, 

network layer, and 

application layer 

Focus on IoT- 

based IoT 

integrated 

healthcare 

system 

Benkhaled 

et al [32] 

Ontology IoT model : 

semantic 

interoperability, 

contextual approach, 

Cross-Domain 

Ontology 

Focus on 

reasoning across 

IoT domains 

and infer new 

knowledge 

required in 

cross-domain 

applications 

Table 1: Related works. 
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behavior. Additionally, the organization of this study 

covers the second section which describes the proposed 

model, the third section which designates the application 

of the model, the fourth section which contains empirical 

evaluations, and the last section which draws conclusions 

and future directions of this study. 

2 The proposed method 
The proposed method lied in an ontological knowledge 

base adapted from a joint statement of TBox and ABox 

meta-model  [17] [18] [19]. Service knowledge was 

developed as a scheme (TBox) depicting a set of concepts 

from service element properties and adaptation behavior 

regulators. Additionally, IoT domains represented 

instances of TBox generated from an IoT application. 

More specifically, Figure 1 illustrates service knowledge 

in an ontological knowledge base. 

The service knowledge meta-model consists of 

service artifacts, control loops, and context. The service 

artifact is adapted from [13]. At the same time, the control 

loops and context components are an extension of our 

previous work [20] [21] [22]. Service knowledge with 

adaptability was developed from two main models, 

namely TBox and ABox: 

a. TBox is terminological knowledge describing the 

general properties of a concept. 

b. ABox is assertional knowledge that is specific to 

individuals from the system domain.  

TBox is defined to represent all service artifacts (e.g. 

all concepts related to service knowledge). In particular, 

metadata is all attributes and relationships between 

services and objects deployed to generate ABox [19]. The 

developed service artifact comprises forming elements of 

model requirements that correspond to concepts or classes 

in ontology. Besides, it is divided into three superclasses, 

namely service artifact (process, profile, and grounding), 

control loop (monitor, analyze, plan and execute), and 

context (entity, dimension, and status) as outlined 

subsequently: 

a. the process is a declarative statement of service 

operations, including service composition and 

monitoring [13], 

b. the profile is a declarative statement of functional 

property (input, output, prerequisite, and effect) and 

non-functional services (categorization and quality 

rating) [13], 

c. grounding is a declarative statement of technical 

details for accessing services, including mapping the 

attributes of specific domain entities to the property 

that can be observed by sensors [13], 

d. monitoring is a class for monitoring and collecting 

data/context information based on the system 

environment [23], 

e. analyzing & planning is a class for analyzing and 

planning actions that are appropriate for the system 

[23], 

f. executing is a class for determining adaptation actions 

at run-time [23]. 

g. contexts are abstractions of relevant domain properties 

based on a set of environmental assumptions [24][25], 

h. context variability dimension is an aspect representing 

changes in domains at run-time [25], 

i. context status is an expression to define the status of a 

domain in certain circumstances (e.g. activating and 

deactivating) [25]. 

Table 2 displays the relationships between classes of 

service knowledge meta-model through various object 

properties and data properties. Service artifact class serves 

to capture the instance or concrete IoT service 

encompassing three subclasses, namely process, profile, 

and grounding. Service classes can have contexts 

representing a set of IoT environmental assumptions. This 

class has three subclasses, namely dimension, service 

entity, and service status. Each class is connected to the 

control loops class to realize self-adaptive service 

capabilities. 

Restrictions for service knowledge meta-models are 

displayed in Table 2: 

a. hasControlLoop some ControlLoop 

b. hasMonitor some Monitor 

c. hasAnalyzePlan some AnalyzePlan 

d. hasExecute some Execute 

e. hasContext some Context 

f. hasServiceReason some ServiceReason 

g. operationalizesTo some ServiceArtifact 

h. isConflict some ServiceArtifact 

i. isMandatory some boolean 

j. isOptional some boolean 

k. isValid some boolean 

The control loops class covers three subclasses, 

namely monitor, analyze, plan, and execute. This class 

captures service descriptions and manages its operations 

based on the context that applies to IoT service activation.   

 

Figure 1: Service knowledge based on an ontological 

knowledge base. 

Classes Meta-model Fragment 

Super 

classes: 

Things. 

 

Sub classes: 

Service 

Artifact; 

Context; 

Control 

Loop. 

 

Table 2. Service knowledge meta-model 
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Service knowledge relationships represent relationships 

between classes or instances (object properties) and 

relation instances in classes with data values (data type 

properties). Tables 3 and 4 reports a summary of the object 

properties and data type properties. Based on this meta-

model design, service knowledge has been directed as 

self-adaptive service systems where IoT service elements 

are captured through service artifact classes and context 

classes. On the other hand, self-adaptive behavior is 

realized through control loops classes. Thus, this meta-

model forms a self-adaptive service knowledge. 

3 Result 
Self-adaptive service knowledge for IoT service domains 

was developed using Protégé 5.2.0. Class taxonomy 

modeling. To illustrate, Figure 2 and Figure 3 delineated 

the visualization of the structures and their relations. There 

were a number of predominant classes through root Thing 

and each class has its sub-classes. Regarding this, the 

ControlLoop class is equivalent to the ServiceArtifact 

class, while the Context class is equivalent to the 

ServiceEntity class. These classes represent class 

equivalents formulated to speed up the query process 

between classes. As a matter of fact, querying an instance 

in a particular class allows for other equivalent classes. 

Similarly, the specifications of a particular class can be 

defined by other equivalent classes based on the 

applicable restrictions. 

The meta-model for IoT service adaptability 

encompasses five major classes, nine sub-classes, twelve 

object properties, three data properties, and ninety-one 

axioms. The evaluation of the meta-model was performed 

by verifying the inference process and observing the 

consistency of structure, language, and syntax. The 

evaluation process was executed by utilizing the Pellet 

plugin through a reasoning process in the Protégé 5.2.0 

tools. More technically, Figure 4 reported results that are 

consistent and complete. In other words, there are no 

errors in terms of structure, language, and syntax in the 

knowledge model. In addition, the inference process to the 

class and its relations (both relations between classes/ 

instances and their relationships with data) revealed that 

no errors were detected. 

Domain Properties Range 

ServiceArtifact hasControlLoop ControlLoop 

ControlLoop operationalizesTo SeviceArtifact 

ServiceArtifact hasMonitor Monitor 

ServiceArtifact hasAnalyzePlan AnalyzePlan 

ServiceArtifact hasExecute Execute 

ServiceArtifact hasContext Context 

Context isContext ServiceArtifact 

ServiceEntity hasEntity ServiceArtifact 

ServiceArtifact isConflict ServiceArtifact 

 throwErrorException ErrorException 

ServiceArtifact hasServiceReason ServiceReason 

ServiceReason isServiceReason ServiceArtifact 

Table 3: Object properties. 

Domain Properties Range 

ServiceArtifact isMandatory Boolean 

ServiceArtifact isOptional Boolean 

ServiceReason isValid Boolean 

Table 4: Data properties. 

 
Figure 2: Class hierarchy of self-adaptive service 

knowledge. 

 
Figure 3: OntoGraf of self-adaptive service knowledge. 

 
Figure 4: Reasoning logs based on Pellet. 
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4 Empirical evaluation 
The approach utilized in evaluating activities is to adopt 

empirical evaluation guidelines from Wohlin et al. [26]. In 

particular, the guideline employed the domain Quality 

Attribute Scenarios (dQAS) [27][28] and i* Metrics 

Definition Framework Method (iMDFM) [29]. On the 

other hand, dQAS was exerted as a quality attribute to 

evaluate service variability features while iMDFM was 

applied to measure the adaptability of each service 

element. Table 5 deciphered the experimental evaluation 

design. More specifically, three quality attributes 

(response (R), fragment constraints (FC), and architecture 

adaptability index (AAI)) are compared as the dependent 

variable. On the other hand, the independent variable is 

the model being compared (e.g. the proposed model in this 

research) and the model of the results of previous studies 

(e.g. Self- Adaptive Cyber-City System (SACCS) [30]. 

The purpose of this evaluation is to obtain empirical 

evidence of adaptability in the IoT environment to deal 

with uncertainty based on the design support provided by 

each model. An overview of IoT service modeling for 

cyber-city systems [29] based on the goal model approach 

(Figure 5 and Table 6) revealed the quality attribute 

(dQAS) scenario mapped from the IoT service modeling 

as exemplified in Figure 5. 

No Element Description 

1 Purpose Evaluating responses and 

fragment constraints for the 

variability of IoT services in the 

model. 

Evaluating the adaptability of 

each element in the model. 

2 Object of 

study 
Service specifications in the 

model. 

Service artifact in the model. 

3 Domains IoT Service (Cyber-City) System. 

4 Focus Adaptation strategies in the 

model. 

Adaptability specifications of 

each element in the model. 

5 Research 

question 
How do the responses and 

fragment constraints for the 

variability of IoT services in the 

proposed model compare with 

other models? 

How is the adaptation capability 

of IoT services in the proposed 

model compared to other models? 

6 Variables 

(V) 
Responses (V1-service access 

failure; V2-service application 

error; V3-service provider failure; 

V4-new stimulus). 

Fragment constraints (V5-

mandatory; V6-variants specific). 

Architecture adaptability index 

(V7-AAI). 

Table 5: The design of an empirical evaluation. 

 
Figure 5: Modeling IoT services based on the goal model. 

No 
dQAS 

Element 
Description 

1 Source (SO) [SO1] User interface sensor; [SO2] 

Application sensor; [SO3] Service 

provider sensor 

2 Stimulus (ST) Service access failure: 

[ST1] Sensor device failure; [ST2] 

Changes to user roles 

Service application error: 

[ST3] Application error; [ST4] Error 

for request change 

Service provider failure: 

[ST5] Service mismatch; [ST6] 

Failure to change service 

New Stimulus: 

[ST7] Failure to define a new service 

context 

3 Artifact (A) [A1] Fragments of the user interface 

[A2] Fragments of the service 

applications 

[A3] Fragments of the service 

providers 

4 Environment 

(E) 

[E1] The system is running/run-time 

[E2] The system is being designed 

(design-time) 

5 Variants (V) 

& Valid QAS 

Configuration

s (VC) 

[V1] Detect device; [V2] Detect role; 

[V3] Interface service; [V4] Detect 

events; [V5] Request for change; 

[V6] Application service; [V7] Detect 

provider; [V8] Service delivery 

[VC1] V1 ˄ V2 ˄ V3 

[VC2] V4 ˄ V5 ˄ V6 

[VC3] V7 ˄ V8 

6 Response (R) [R] Activity of the response made by 

the system after the arrival of the 

stimulus. 

7 Fragment 

Constraints 

(FC) 

[FC] Constraints of fragment 

selection for the provision of IoT 

services. 

8 Architecture 

Adaptability 

Index (AAI) 

[AAI] A measure of the adaptability 

of IoT services based on the 

architecture adaptability index. 

Table 6: Quality attribute scenarios for cyber-city systems. 
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5 Discussion 
Evaluation control for each quality attribute, namely [R], 

[FC], and [AAI] are sketched out in Table 7. The 

evaluation results informed that based on the existing VC 

combination, the proposed model responded to each 

stimulus automatically through the service reason 

features. On the other hand, the model SACCS does this 

predefined through a list of actions in the symptom 

repository. Therefore, the proposed model can respond to 

new stimuli emerging in the IoT environment at run-time. 

Further, the SACCS model handles it at design-time re-

engaging the role of the software designers. 

Figure 6 shown accuracy of architecture adaptability 

index (AAI) between proposed model and the comparison 

model. x axle represent artifact of used IoT services, 

namely 1:goal; 2: task; 3: soft-goal; 4: EAI (element 

adaptability index), and AAI. y axle is value index that use 

to determine adaptability level of compared model.  The 

adaptability of each system element in the proposed model 

has an AAI level of 0.89, while SACCS = 0.70. The results 

designated that the proposed model reduced the 

uncertainty service of IoT caused by variability at runtime 

better than the SACCS model. 

This proposed model is generic so it can be applied 

for various cases in different IoT service domains. In this 

case, software developers can define elements of instances 

in service knowledge showing the ability to adapt based 

on the behavior of the most suitable IoT service 

components. Likewise, the defined relationships and 

attributes have also been prepared to fulfill all adaptability 

functions in IoT services. 

6 Conclusion and further studies 
This scrutiny highlights the importance of preparing IoT 

services with adaptability functions for a variety of IoT 

domains. The proposed model defines an IoT service 

based on the self-adaptive systems approach where the 

forming and controlling elements of the service are 

fostered through a generic meta-model. The meta-model 

is formulated as an adaptation pattern of control loops and 

context elements with classes. Also, it relates to and 

accommodates the needs of various IoT domains. The 

evaluation results indicated that the proposed meta-model 

has a level of completeness and consistency of 100% 

related to the structure, language, and syntax of a 

knowledge model. Empirical evaluation results showcase 

that the proposed model can respond to each stimulus 

automatically through the service reason feature. On the 

other hand, the other models (SACCS) [30] are 

predefined. In addition, the proposed model has an AAI 

level of 0.89. Meanwhile, other models (SACCS) [30] 

dQAS 

Element 

SACCS 

Model 

Proposed 

Model 

Response 

(R) 

[R1] Service access 

failure is detected 

from external system 

properties not 

registered in the 

symptom repository 

(predefined). 

[R2] Service 

application error is 

detected from internal 

system properties not 

registered in the 

symptom repository 

(predefined). 

[R3] Service provider 

failure is detected 

from service level 

agreement (SLA) that 

is not in accordance 

with (predefined) 

rules. 

[R4] New stimulus is 

detected from 

operating components 

that are configured at 

design-time. 

[R1] Service access 

failure is detected 

from the service 

artifact based on 

the context 

dimension through 

the service reason 

(automatically). 

[R2] Service 

application errors 

are detected from 

the service artifact 

based on the 

context dimension 

through the service 

reason 

(automatically). 

[R3] Service 

provider failure is 

detected from 

service level 

agreement based on 

service reason 

(automatically). 

[R4] New stimulus 

is detected from 

operating 

components 

configured at run-

time based on 

service reason 

Fragment 

Constraints 

(FC) 

[Mandatory] {SO1, 

SO2, SO3} ˄ {A1, 

A2, A3} ˄ {E2} ˄ 

{V7, V8}; 

[Variant VC1] {ST1, 

ST2} ˄ {R1} ˄ {E2}; 

[Variant VC2] {ST3, 

ST4} ˄ {R2} ˄ {E2}; 

[Variant VC3] {ST5, 

ST6} ˄ {R3} ˄ {E2}; 

[Variant VC4] {ST7} 

˄ {R4} ˄ {E2}. 

[Mandatory] {SO1, 

SO2, SO3} ˄ {A1, 

A2, A3} ˄ {E1} ˄ 

{V7, V8}; 

[Variant VC1] 

{ST1, ST2} ˄ {R1} 

˄ {E1}; 

[Variant VC2] 

{ST3, ST4} ˄ {R2} 

˄ {E1}; 

[Variant VC3] 

{ST5, ST6} ˄ {R3} 

˄ {E1}; 

[Variant VC4] 

{ST7} ˄ {R4} ˄ 

{E1}; 

Architecture 

Adaptability 

Index (AAI) 

[AAI] EAI (goal) = 8 

+ EAI (task) = 11 + 

EAI (soft-goal) = 0 / 

Total elements = 27; 

AAI = 19/ 27 = 0.70. 

[AAI] EAI (goal) = 

11 + EAI (task) = 

11 + EAI (soft-

goal) = 2 / Total 

elements = 27; AAI 

= 24/ 27 = 0.89. 

Table 7: The results of the comparison of the attributes [R], 

[FC], and [AAI].  

 
Figure 6: Comparation accuracy level of adaptability 

model. 
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implemented as the main comparison are 0.70. As a result, 

the proposed model can better reduce the uncertainty of 

IoT services at runtime. For future studies, this model 

should ideally be followed up by developing a tool that 

can integrate declarative knowledge with reasoning 

services mechanisms. Further, some alternatives to the 

artificial intelligence approach can be considered to enrich 

this investigation. 
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